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THE PRESIDENT'S CORNER

OCTOBER PROGRAM

GADGETEERS OR PHOTOGRAPHERS?

Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday,

610 13 17 20 24 27 -

PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT
BOARD MEETING
NATURE SLIDE NIGHT
NATURE STUDY GROUP
PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT
COLOR SLIDE WORKSHOP
NATURE PRINT NIGHT

Non-photographers frequently make the comment "photography is an expensive hobby". This is, no doubt, the result of
seeing photographers arrayed with several cameras, a bulging
gadget bag, a tripod, light meter, and what have you.

It would seem, after giving the matter some thought, that the
observation is true. It would also seem true that we amateurs are
more intent on acquiring the' latest and best (?) camera, lens, filter, tripod, etc. without too much thought and effort devoted to
"How can I take or make a better picture?"

NOVEMBER PROGRAM
Friday,
Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday,
Tuesday,

310 14 17 21 24 28 -

PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT
NATURE SLIDE NIGHT
BOARD MEETING
PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT
NATURE STUDY GROUP
OLD TIME MOVIES
SLIDE WORKSHOP

If acquiring the latest in equipment and gadgets were the sure
road to success then the results of our year-long competitions
should bear witness to this. However, it would appear that the
consistent medal winners are consistent not because of a constant
acquisition of the latest and the best, but by the use of several
things not available at your local photo shop; a good eye for subject matter, a sense of composition, and good technique. In
short, it's not what's in the pocketbook, and ultimately in your
arsenal of equipment, but how well you use what you have, and
this includes the mind!
John Wallencheck

THE WORKSHOPS
COLOR PRINT WORKSHOP - Bert Klein's Color Workshop
started off at a fast pace with Dwaine Smith, GAF Representative,
and Pete Allenbach, one of the top ten custom color printers in
the U.S.A. With Dwaine handling the lecture and Pete the demonstration, it was "an edge of your seat talk" to a full house.
Many thanks to Bert for bringing such qualified people.
Next month Bert plans to have an Aero-print demonstration.
COLOR SLI DE WOR KSHOP - Larry Baker, Representative of
3M, will conduct a Color Key demonstration on Oct. 24. I'm sure
you have seen pictures using this process in photo magazines and
they have great impact. Mr. Baker told me the procedure is very
simple, can be completed in only a few minutes, and does not require a darkroom.

TRILLIUM DESIGN

.J

bV Betty Schmidt

Color Key can be used for both slides and color prints, so our
printmakers are invited also. No cameras will be required for this
session .
NATURE STUDY GROUP - Millard Owensby will be giving a
program on nature with the subject of close-up photography
being covered. This will benefit the new nature enthusiast as wen
as the experienced.
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THE CLEVELAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, INC.
1296W. 6th St., Cleveland, Ohio441J3
Phone 781- 1533
Ed ito r . .... . ... . .... .... . .. . ..... ... ... . .. ... . Sandra Klein
9211 Denison Avenue Phone 631 -0861
Associate Editor ... ... . ....... . . .. ... .... ..... . . Betty Schmidt
9303 Denison Avenue Phone 631-5607
A ssociat e Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mart in Szutter
10703 Cl ifton Blvd. Pho ne 281 -1725
Busi ness Manager ..... . . . ....... . .. .. .... ... .... Fran k J. Otto
3326 Do rchester Road Phone 991-4286
Circu lati on (mai ling) . . . . .... ..... ... . .. . ... . . . . Gerry Juskenas
2896 Washington Blvd. Phone 932-6019

The Board of Trustees at their September meeting voted membership for:
Mr. Robert M. McCullough
565 Crescent Drive
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. McCullough is interested in Black and White, Human Interest, Pictorial and Portrait Photography.

Th e Cleveland Photographic Society. a member of The Photographic
Society of America. and of the Northeastern Ohio Camera Club
Council. was founded in 1887 and has been in continuous operation
since that time. The present officers are:
President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13686 Harper Road Phone 238·3862

John Wallencheck

Vice·President .. . ..... . ................ . ..... ... Will iam Bliss
6011 Theota Avenue Phone 884·2695
Secretary .. . ... . ...... . ............. . . .. . .... .. . Ruth Meyer
14411 Courtland Avenue Phone 941 ·9909
Treasurer .... . . . . .. ... . .. .... ........ . ... . Arnold Weinberger
2407 Saybrook Road Phone 932·9954

All evening meetings at 8 0 ·c1ock. Visitors are alway s welcome.

Telephone 944-9325

BOARD MEETING NOTES
T he use of a Class B Printmaker was tried last print night as a
fourth judge, to comment only, and was found to be quite successful and will be continued for the balance of the year. It was
felt that this would be helpful in training people to be judges in
the future.
After much discussion, pro and con , it was decided to delete
paragraph #3 of a resolution approved at the Annual Meeting of

ABOUT PEOPLE AND THINGS

May 21, 1971 regarding Print and Slide competition: "Prints or

Betty Schmidt and Bert Klein will be returning from National
Camera's Technical Training Division at Englewood; Colorado
soon. They will then begin professional camera repair at their
shop located at 9303 Denison Avenue . This trip to Colorado
climaxed a three-year course in camera repair from National Camera. We are all very proud of them and wish them success in their
new careers!

slides, or copies thereof shall not be entered in more than one
category for year-end competition."

We were glad to hear that Frank Otto is back with us after his
surgery several weeks ago.

ber competition -

Allyn Thayer is in St. Luke's Hospital recovering from major
surgery. I know I speak for everyone when we wish him a speedy
recovery. Get well quick, Allyn, we miss you!
Edna Mueller will be receiving a P.S.A. Honor Award at their
convention this year. It takes years of work to earn an award
such as this and all our congratulations go to her.
PHOTO SUPPLY
SPECIALISTS
Established 1891

Downtown - 1025 Huron
Parmatown Center
Severance Center
Fairview Park Center

696-3200
886-2828
382-3535
331-8166

I.C.P.C.
The following prints were selected to be entered in the Octo-

AGED by John Wallencheck
RE-AWAKENING THE GOOD EARTH by Barney Opatrny
LILY #5 by Jim Gianelos
01 LL PLANT by Martin Szutter

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED TO ME ON THE WAY
HOME FROM A PICNIC
Everyone attending our Second Annual "Weenie Roast" had
a great time. Even the weather co-operated and the rain did not
arrive until late in the afternoon.
Our resident Nature Expert, Henry Mayer, conducted a Nature
Walk. As usual Henry wore everyone out!

833 Prospect Ave. • 781-6200 • Cleveland, Ohio 44115
Developing
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Everyone shared the food and desserts provided by individual
members. Of course, the "Weenies" and buns were on the house.
Too bad not more of our members could join us. As well, there's
next year.
A special thanks is in order for Frank & Wanda Vano who arranged it all. They brought the "makins," and built the fire.
Frank is looking to a bigger and better roast next year.

ON ABSTRACT PHOTOGRAPHY
by Otto Litzel, APSA

The following article was taken from the September, 1965 PSA Journal and was written by Otto Litzel.
Otto Litzel, APSA of New York City is a photographer and painter who is an outstanding proponent of the
non-traditional view of photography. He is a 5-star Pictorial exhibitor who has observed that exhibition standards have broadened over the past decade, but has learned by experience that not all contemporary juries
are ready to accept his abstract work.
Many times in the past I have received requests from camera

a look at the working methods of the artist-painter and the artist-

clubs to judge and lecture on abstract photography. It has always

photographer.

been a difficult task. It is one thing to be convinced of the valid-

The major problem in art is, and always will be, the division
of the surface area - in other words, to compose within a stable

ity of a certain movement in art, and quite another to convince
someone else.
For example : judging a competition on abstract photography,
a print of the front of a house, taken at an unusual angle, comes
up in the light box and my comment is, "You have to do more
to make it an abstract".

pictorial field. In contrast to the realistic painter, the abstract
artist is
He has
make a
play of

not restricted to painting objects as they are in reality.
complete freedom to use shapes, color and texture to
statement which was suggested perhaps by music, by the
light on rushing water or the color arrangement in a tide

pool. I n very rare cases will a painting be executed at the spur of

The maker is dissatisfied and asks me what he can do to make

the moment. An idea for a painting may lay dormant in the

it an abstract. This is a question which I cannot answer in a few
words. The only advice I can give him is to go to a museum and
look at abstract paintings. I know his response will be the same

painter's mind for a number of years. Then suddenly he will
knock it off in a few hours.

as that of an untrained judge when confronted with an abstract

mon is the problem of surface division; but where the painter

photograph: "I can make nothing of it. What does it mean? It
leaves me cold." (I have a feeling this last remark is used on the
East Coast only.)

The one thing the painter and the photographer have in comcomposes from the outside in, the photographer must compose
from the inside out because he lacks the freedom to arrange the
shapes at his disposal.

A better understanding can be gained by studying a book on

The only way the photographer can depart from reality which

the subject and also by living with a good abstract painting. It is

is represented in the negative or color slide is through darkroom

bound to draw your attention and every day you will discover
something new - a color harmony you did not see before - a
new movement - a new space relationship. Sit in front of it and

techniques. There are numerous ways in black-and-white photography to translate what the camera has recorded. Removing the
middle tones will result in a strange, flat black-and-white design,

listen to the silent music with an open mind and an open heart

especially when started with a color slide. A solarization, too,

and you will never say again, "It leaves me cold."

will eliminate the middle tones, leaving a very delicate line draw-

It is a difficult job to make a good abstract painting and it is
equally difficult to make a good abstract photograph. Let us take

create a different image, and there are innumerable combinations
at our disposal. The only limitation is our own imagination.

ing. A tone separation or a double printing is another way to

BLACK AND WHITE WORKSHOP - With Otto Litzel's !Darkroom Magic as a text guide, the Black
& White Workshop is on a "Kodalith Kick" this year. Ed Schmidt, the Chairman, tells us that Martin Szutter

has kindly consented to appear every third Wednesday. Martin has a thorough knowledge of Design Photography, and it promises to be a very interesting year.

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

-

PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT

PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT

FIFTH OF COMPETITION YEAR
September 8, 1972

FIFTH OF COMPETITION YEAR
September 15, 1972

CLASS A

CLASS A

GOLDEN LIGHT .. .. . .. ...
SUNSET AT THE COVE . . . .
THE MOORING ...... . ....
LOOPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHARGE .. ... ... . .. . ....
PRAIRIE SUNSET .. . .. ... .

.... . .... . Helen McCay
........ .. Joseph Brill a
. ...... ... Helen McCay
. . . . . .. Evelyn Gillespie
........ . . Art Mernone
....... Evelyn Gillespie

CLASS B
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

-

RESULTS

COMPETITION

PICTORIAL

CHAPEL . . .... . . . . .. . ...... . . .... . Don Salzgeber
ALLEN'S PRIDE .......... . ....... Norm Jueschke
SUNSET AT LASSEN . .... . ....... .. Don Salzgeber
CRIMSON BERRI ES ..... .. ........ . . Nancy White
PSYCHEDELIC ROSE ............... Betty Schmidt
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH . . . . ........ Robert Sharkey

ATTENDANCE: 55; JUDGES: Eleanor and Millard Owensby,
Frank Vano, Alt. Ruth Meyer; PROJECTIONIST: Bert Klein ;
FOCUSING : Gerry Juskenas; RECORDER: Sandy Klein; HOST :
Nick Yadlovsky; CHAIRMAN : Chris Rogers.

STANDINGS
H. McCay ......... . 15
J. Brilla ........ . .. 13
E. Davenport . . . . . .. 9
B. Wallencheck ... .. 9
E. Gillespie . .... .... 6
M. Szutter . . . . . . . .. 6
H. Melcher. . . . . . . .. 5
A. Mernone . . . . . . .. 5
G. Juskenas . . . . . . .. 3
F. Vano .. ......... 3
F. Otto .... .. . . .... 2
J. Wallencheck . . . . .. 2
C. Rogers ... ..... . .
D. Trowbridge .. ... .

N. Jueschke ........
R. Sharkey .... . ...
H. Bircher. . . . . . . ..
J. Motley . ........
E. Mueller . .. . .....
D. Salzgeber . . . . . ..
B. Schmidt . . . . . . ..
A. Dryfoos . . . . . . ..
M. Trowbridge .. . ..
N. Yadlovsky .. . . . .
N. White ..........
D. Opatrny ....... .
R. Woods ....... . .

14
10

8
8
8

CLASS B
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

-

FLIGHT ... . .. . . . ............... Don Trowbridge
PAINTED POND ..... . ........... Barney Opatrny
TRILLIUM DESIGN .. . ............ Betty Schmidt
MUM ONE ACT II .... . .......... Joe & Agnes Ivan
COLOR PRINTS

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

:...
-

THREE INTO THREE ................. Frank Vano
CRACKED PAINT ABSTRACT #3 . . .... Jim Gianelos
INDUSTRY ON THE CUYAHOGA .. Charles Davenport
INDIAN PAINTBRUSH ............ . .. Jim Gianelos

ATTENDANCE: 49; JUDGES: Don and Alicia Roof, ArtWelker;
RECORDER: Dorothy Opatrny; HOST: Charles Davenport;
CHAIRMAN: Jim Gianelos.

PHOTO

ANC

CLASS A

CLASS B

J. Gianelos ......... 30
M. Szutter ......... 18
G. Morrison. . . . . . .. 2

B. Opatrny ........
D. Trowbridge .....
B. Burnhan . . . . . . ..
B. Schmidt. . . . . . ..
P. & W. Johenning . ..
J. &A.lvan ...... . .
S. Klein .......... .

8

8
6
3
3
2

GO~MAN/S
Jack Rogers, Mgr .

DI LL PLANT ... . .... . ... . ... ...... Martin Szutter
LILY #5 ... . . . .. . ......... . . . . . . "
Jim Gianelos
MARINE STILL LIFE . . .. ... ....... .. Jim Gianelos
MARINE LIGHT ................... . Jim Gianelos

STANDINGS

Exclusive KODAK Color Processing & Printing

234·2284

-

CLASS B

CLASS A

On the Triangle
44 Front St .

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

COLOR
J. Gianelos ........ . ...
C. Davenport ...........
D. Trowbridge .. . .......
F. Vano . . ..... . .......

FOTO CENTER, INC.
6167 Mayfield Road •
Mayfield Heights •
HI 9-1727
1/4 mile West of Interchange 271 and 322

30
11
4
4

JORDAN CAMERA, INC.
3802 West 25th Street
741-5511

HOISISY

Nikon. Minolta. Yashica Specialists
Berea
West Valley Plaza
389 West Bagley
"You'll be happy
243·6040
with a hobby"
Ed Connolly , Mgr.

3 Blocks South of 1-71 at West 25th Street Exit
KEN JORDAN

JOE SEIFERT

Quality Franchise Photographic Lines

Koby's Photo Supplies
3240 SUPERIOR AVE.
431-4970

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Convenient Parking

- Photog raphic Headquarters fo r the Eastern Suburbs
INTERESTED IN A SECOND HOBBY?
We ha ve a complete line of COINS and NUMISMATIC Supplies
(Open Thurs. & Fr i. Eves . to 8: 00)

23
17
3
3
2

Eastman, Ansco, DuPont, Mallinckrodt Products, Movie
and Slide Projectors, Stereo, Screens, Wedding Albums,
Flash and Flood Equipment_

